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Bleeding complications after cardiac
surgery, before anticoagulation start and
then with argatroban or heparin in the
early postoperative setting
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Abstract

Objectives: After elective cardiac surgery a postoperative anticoagulation is obligatory. With critically ill patients the
conventional anticoagulation standard heparin is sometimes impossible, e.g. based on HIT II. Then, argatroban is
currently a possible alternative, however, due to its impaired metabolism in critically ill patients, anticoagulation
effect is harder to anticipate, thus resulting in higher bleeding risk. Furthermore, to date no antidote is available.
Hence, severe postoperative bleeding incidents under anticoagulation are commonly mono-causal attributed to the
anticoagulation itself. This study concentrates on the number of well-defined postoperative bleeding incidents
before any anticoagulation started, then actually under argatroban as well as compared to those under heparin (or
switched from heparin to argatroban).

Material and methods: Retrospective study including 215 patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery with a
postoperative stay in ICU ≥48 h. Postoperative bleeding complications before and after start of anticoagulation
were evaluated. Definition of bleeding complications were: decrease of hemoglobin by more than 2 g/dl without
dilution (mean value of volume balance plus one standard deviation) and/or increased need of red blood cell
transfusion/day (average transfusion rate + 2 standard deviations).

Results: Within the study group of 215 patients, 143 were treated with heparin, 43 with argatroban, 29 switched
from heparin to argatroban. Overall, 26.5% (57/215) postoperative bleeding complications occurred. In 54.4% (31/57)
bleeding complications occurred before start of anticoagulation; in 43.6% (26/57) after. Of these, 14 bleeding
incidents occurred under heparin 9.8% (14/143), 6 under argatroban 14% (6/43) and 6 switched 20.7% (6/29).
Higher bleeding complications before start of anticoagulation was related to concomitant factors influencing the
overall bleeding risk; e.g. score of severity of illness. These observations further correlate with postoperative, but not
anticoagulation induced mortality rate of 2.8% of then given heparin, 20.9% then argatroban, 20.7% then switched.

Conclusions: Postoperative bleeding complications cannot simply be attributed to anticoagulation since occurring
often before anticoagulation was started. The risk for bleeding complications after start of anticoagulation was quite
comparable for argatroban and heparin. Accordingly, the influence of argatroban on bleeding complications in the
postoperative period may be less significant than previously thought.
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Introduction
Anticoagulation in postoperative settings is essential due
to the risk of deep venous thrombosis which is higher
after vascular or cardiac operations than other proce-
dures [1]. The general probability of patients in intensive
care units developing a deep vein thrombosis is esti-
mated at 10–30% [2, 3]. Although thrombosis is rarely
diagnosed after cardiac surgery (< 1%), the frequency of
clinically not symptomatic thrombosis is around 20%
(10–48%) despite compression therapy or aspirin in the
absence of anticoagulation [4–6]. Pulmonary embolism
has been described in older studies in 1–9.5% after by-
pass operations [4, 7]. More recent studies suggest that a
higher incidence may be expected in clinically incon-
spicuous patients without anticoagulation (10.1–25%)
[8–10]. Symptoms of embolism such as dyspnoea, thor-
acic pain, tachycardia, swelling of the legs, low oxygen
saturation, or fever are usually associated with comor-
bidities or surgical trauma [10–12]. According to the
German guideline (S3-AWMF), anticoagulation with
unfractionated or low molecular weight heparin is rec-
ommended, resulting in significantly reduced incidences
of thromboembolic events [13].
After cardiac surgery, approximately 1–5% of the pa-

tients develop heparin induced thrombocytopenia, HIT
II, under heparin therapy [14–16]. In such cases, arga-
troban is a possible alternative for anticoagulation: arga-
troban is a synthetic direct thrombin inhibitor derived
from L-arginine [17]. Argatroban is metabolised in the
liver and excreted via the biliary system; a dose adjust-
ment must be considered in case of hepatic dysfunction
and in critically ill patients [18, 19]. The half-life of arga-
troban is about 45 min in healthy persons [20]. There is
currently no antidote for argatroban available. Thus,
concerns over an increased risk of bleeding complica-
tions under argatroban as such, as well as compared to
heparin in a postoperative setting are frequently present.
Within the present study, we evaluated the actual

bleeding complications under argatroban and heparin
for postoperative anticoagulation during the early post-
operative period after elective cardiac surgery. To put
this in context, we parallel analysed factors contributing
to postoperative bleeding complications as such even be-
fore start of anticoagulation.

Subjects and methods
This was a retrospective review of a previously collected
prospectively study cohort:

Study cohort (previously collected)
From January 2010 to March 2011 all patients scheduled
for elective cardiac surgery within the department of thor-
acic and cardiovascular surgery at the Saarland University
Medical Centre were screened for inclusion. Exclusion

criteria were: age < 18 years, refusal to participate, emer-
gency admissions for cardiac surgery, haemodynamic in-
stability necessitating emergency cardiac surgery, or
inability to give written consent for participation. The
study was designed as a prospective cohort study and ap-
proved by the local ethics committee (Landesärztekammer
des Saarlandes; Ref. ID: 199/09). Written informed con-
sent was obtained from all patients being included in this
study. Finally, 865 patients were included [21, 22].
Clinical data were obtained during an initial standar-

dised patient interview and subsequent review of medical
documentation. Patient demographic and perioperative
data were entered into a data bank.

Actual study-group for evaluation of postoperative
surgical anticoagulation
In a retrospective study design data of postoperative
anticoagulation was evaluated. Based on the initial study
cohort of 865 patients described above, only those with
a postoperative stay in Intensive Care Unit, ICU, ≥48 h
were included. Further exclusion criteria were: known
endogenous factors that promote bleeding complication
(e.g. von Willebrand-Jürgens syndrome); and, one pa-
tient with ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm was ex-
cluded. Finally 215 patients were included who all
received either purely heparin or argatroban or were
switched from heparin to argatroban for anticoagulation
in the postoperative period.

Laboratory parameters and bleeding complications
Blood samples for biochemical monitoring were proc-
essed by the central laboratory of the Saarland Univer-
sity Medical Centre. Further, preoperatively liver
function was assessed through the medical history
screening for documented liver injury (hepatitis, alcohol,
cirrhosis cardiaque, pulmonary hypertension, others).
Both the Child-Pugh stage as well as the MELD score
(Model for End-stage Liver Disease) on admission were
calculated. A preoperative liver damage was assumed if
the total bilirubin concentration was above the
laboratory-specific norm combined with increased levels
of GPT (Glutamat-Pyruvat-Transaminase), GOT (Gluta-
mat-Oxalacetat-Transaminase) or GGT (Gamma-Gluta-
myl-Transferase), or a decreased albumin or AT III
(Antithrombine) concentration. Postoperative liver cell
damage was defined as an increase in GPT and/or GGT
10 times higher than the laboratory-specific norms dur-
ing intensive care unit stay. In addition, every postopera-
tive increase of the total bilirubin concentration, the
maximal total bilirubin concentration and the maximal
MELD score during stay in ICU were documented.
Bleeding complications were in detail defined as:
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1) documented bleeding complications including
increased chest tubes output and reopening for
pericardial tamponade or bleeding.

2) decrease of hemoglobin by more than 2 g/dl
without dilution (dilution was assumed in case of
volume excess, defined as positive volume balance >
than the mean value of all patients plus one
standard deviation).

3) increased need for red blood cell transfusion: a
transfusion occurred routinely in patients when the
hemoglobin-value was below the target hemoglobin
of 10 g/dl; the need was increased if the demand for
erythrocyte concentrates to maintain this target
hemoglobin-value exceeded two or more standard
deviations of the average number of required
erythrocyte concentrates by all patients.

Anticoagulation and its monitoring
The 215 study group patients were divided into three groups
according to the postoperatively given anticoagulation:

� group heparin: exclusively heparin
� group argatroban: exclusively argatroban
� group switched: switch from heparin to argatroban

The anticoagulation type and/or the switch was mostly
related to the suspicion of HIT. However, the preference
of the attending physician in ICU and/or surgeon also
may have played a role.
Generally, various parameters were documented to as-

sess coagulation:

1) the maximum aPTT within the first 24 h after
initiation of argatroban or heparin (the target aPTT
was 60-90s).

2) use of oral anticoagulants (mainly Vit-K-
antagonists) or platelet aggregation inhibitors (ASS,
Plavix, alone or combined) simultaneously to antic-
oagulation with argatroban or heparin.

3) the total number of transfused platelet concentrates
(PC) and the average need of transfused PC per
observation day during the intensive care stay.

4) a drop in the platelet count below 100 * 109 / l.

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as mean ± SD (nor-
mally distributed variables) or as median and the range
minimum to maximum (skewed variables). Categorical
variables are presented as a percentage, unless otherwise
stated. For comparisons between continuous variables
the unpaired t-test was used. Categorical variables were
compared by use of Chi-square test or Fisher exact test,
respectively. The risk of argatroban for bleeding compli-
cations compared with heparin was initially estimated

via univariate analysis. Thereafter, risk was estimated in
a primary model using multivariable logistic regression
including preoperative hemoglobin, pTTmax,
thrombocytopenia, severity of illness (SAPS II) and sur-
gical aspects like operation time as confounding factors.
Two sensitivity analyzes were performed, such as includ-
ing the confounding factors for hepatic dysfunction
(Quick-value, liver cell damage, MELD max, Bilirubin
max). Two-sided p-values < 0.05 were considered statis-
tically significant. Data analysis was performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0™ (IBM Corp., Armonk, N.Y.,
USA).

Results
Participants and descriptive data
At all, 215 patients out of the previously collected pro-
spectively studied cohort (n = 865) met inclusion criteria
for the retrospective evaluation of postoperative bleeding
complications before start of and under anticoagulation
with heparin, argatroban and switched from heparin to
argatroban.
The study population was divided into three groups

according to the anticoagulation: 143 patients received
exclusively heparin, 43 argatroban and 29 were switched
from heparin to argatroban. Baseline characteristics of
study population are presented in Table 1.
Postoperatively, there were only minor differences be-

tween the three groups regarding basic parameters. But:
Patients in the argatroban and switched groups were
more likely to be critically ill compared to patients re-
ceiving (only) heparin. e.g. with respect to SAPS II.

Bleeding complications and point in time of bleeding
complications
Postoperative bleeding complications occurred in 31
(14.4%) before, 26 (12.1%) after start of anticoagulation,
in total 57 (26.5%) out of 215 patients; shown in Table 2
and Fig. 1. However, incidences in patients later directly
receiving or switched to argatroban were before anticoa-
gulation start significantly, after start only minor higher
compared to the exclusively heparin group.
Mean period between end of surgery and start of

anticoagulation was in the heparin group 6.5 h, in the
argatroban 14.4 h, in the switched group 6.7 h with hep-
arin and switched 44.4 h thereafter to argatroban. Post-
operative bleeding complications before start of
anticoagulation occurred within the heparin (143/215) in
7.7% (11/143), within the argatroban (43/215) 32.5% (14/
43) and within the switched group (29/215) in 20.7% (6/
29). Bleeding complications after start of anticoagulation
occurred in 9.8% (14/143) within the heparin, in 14.0%
(6/43) within the argatroban and in 20.7% (6/29) within
the switched group.
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An internal analysis of each group separately before and
after start of anticoagulation shows indeed a relation of
bleeding complications within the heparin group of 44%
(11/25) before and 56% (14/25) after, within the argatro-
ban group 70% (14/20) and 30% (6/20) after, within the
switched 50% (6/12) before and 50% (6/12) after. Unfortu-
nately, the total and each group respective number of pa-
tients with bleeding complication after initiation of
anticoagulation was too small for further statistical
evaluation.

Anticoagulation and outcome
There was a clear difference in postoperative disease severity
between patients who received exclusively heparin and all
those who received argatroban including patients who were
switched as shown in Table 3.
Mortality in all patients was 8.8% (19/215). Mortally

rate differed significantly in patients receiving heparin
2.8% (4/143) {total: 1.8% 4/215}, compared to patients

receiving argatroban 20.9% (9/43) {total: 4.2% 9/215} or
those switched to argatroban 20.7% (6/29) {total: 2.8% 6/
215}. But: No patient died of postoperative bleeding
complications.

Parameters with impact on bleeding tendency (Table 4)
Preoperative mean platelet counts, prothrombin time,
PTT-values and parameters of liver function were
comparable and within normal range in all three
groups. In contrast, hemoglobin was preoperatively
significantly lower in the solely argatroban group
compared to the heparin and switched groups. As
well, signs of postoperative liver cell damage were sig-
nificantly more frequent within the argatroban than
the solely heparin group.

Anticoagulation and its monitoring (Table 4)
Postoperatively monitored coagulation parameters showed
significantly longer PTT as well as significantly higher

Table 1 Baseline preoperative characteristics and comorbidities

Study population heparin (H) argatroban (A) H vs. A:
p-value

switched (S) H vs.
S: p-
value

Number 215 143 43 29

mean (SD)
o. % (n)

mean (SD)
o. % (n)

mean (SD)
o. % (n)

mean (SD)
o. % (n)

Male 61% (131) 64% (91) 49% (21) n.s. 66% (19) n.s.

Age (years) 69,8 ± 10,7 68,6 ± 11,6 71,5 ± 8,4 n.s. 74,4 ± 7,2 0,01

BMI [kg/m2] 28 ± 4,8 28 ± 4 28 ± 5 n.s. 29 ± 7 n.s.

SAPS II Score 28,5 ± 15,3 26 ± 13 39 ± 14 < 0,001 27 ± 20 n.s.

EuroSCORE 2 9 ± 9,1 8,6 ± 9,1 11,1 ± 10,1 n.s. 8,0 ± 7,1 n.s.

Diabetes([%] 29% (63) 24% (35) 35% (15) n.s. 45% (13) 0,04

Hb [g/dL] 13,2 ± 2,0 13,3 ± 2,0 12,5 ± 1,9 0,02 13,8 ± 1,6 n.s.

End stage renal desease 3% (6) 3% (5) 2% (1) n.s. 0% (0) n.s.

Hepatic dysfunction 5% (10) 4% (6) 2% (1) n.s. 10% (3) n.s.

Chronic pulmonary disease 17% (36) 15% (21) 19% (8) n.s. 24% (7) n.s.

Values reaching significance are merked bold

Table 2 Occurrence of postoperative bleeding complications overall split into before and after start of anticoagulation, and
summing up

study population heparin (H) argatroban (A) H vs. A
p-value

switched (S) H vs. S
p-value

number 215
100% (215/215)

143
66.5% total (143/215)

43
20% total (43/215)

29
13.5% total (29/215)

postoperative bleeding complication
before initiation of anticoagulation

14.4% (31/215) 7.7% group (11/143) 32.5% group (14/43) 20.7% group (6/29)

5.1% total (11/215) 6.5% total (14/215) 2.8% total (6/215)

postoperative bleeding complication
after initiation of anticoagulation

12.1% (26/215) 9.8% group (14/143) 14.0% group (6/43) n.s. (0.413) 20.7% group (6/29) n.s. (0.113)

6.5% total (14/215) 2.8% total (6/215) 2.8% total (6/215)

postoperative bleeding complication
total

26.5% (57/215) 17.5% group (25/143) 46.5% group (20/43) < 0.001 41.4% group (12/29) 0.011

11.6% total (25/215) 9.3% total (20/215) 5.6% total (12/215)

Values reaching significance are merked bold
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maximum measured PTT within the first 24 h of anticoagu-
lation in the argatroban and the switched than in the hep-
arin group.

Thrombocytes
During the entire observation period, platelet counts fell
to < 100*109/l in 29.4% within the heparin, in 79.1%

within the argatroban (p < 0.001), and in 69.0% within
the switched group (p < 0.001). This reflects retrospect-
ively the suspicion of HIT and the choice of argatroban.
Postoperative platelet transfusions (after exclusion of
HIT II) were more frequently within the argatroban or
switched than the heparin group (60.5 and 44.8% vs.
19.6% per group; p < 0.001 and p = 0.007).

Fig. 1 Relative occurrence of bleeding complications before and after initiation of anticoagulation per group and overall

Table 3 Anticoagulation and postoperative outcome

Study population heparin (H) argatroban (A) H vs. A
p-value

switched (S) H vs. S
p-valueNumber 215 143 43 29

% (n) o.
mean (range)

% (n) o.
mean (range)

% (n) o.
mean (range)

% (n) o.
mean (range)

Duration ICU (days) 6.3 (2–54) 4 (2–54) 9.47 (2–39) < 0.001 12.83 (2–46) < 0.001

Need for transfusion 83.3% (179) 74.8% (107) 100% (43) < 0.001 100% (29) 0.001

Death 8.8% (19) 2.8% (4) 20.9% (9) < 0.001 20.7% (6) 0.002

Due to bleeding 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) n.s. 0% (0) n.s.

Other reasons 100% 100% 100% (43) n.s. 100% (29) n.s.

MELD max. 14.5 (6–40) 12.1 (6–34) 19.53 (7–40) < 0.001 18.86 (8–40) < 0.001

Bilirubin max. 14.5 (6–40) 1.5 (0.3–11.1) 3.0 (0.3–15.3) 0.003 2.9 (0.6–14.9) 0.041

Hepatic impairment 4.2% (9) 1.4% (2) 9.3% (4) 0.026 10.3% (3) 0.034

HIT PCR pos. 3.7% (8) 2.1% (3) 7.0% (3) n.s. 6.9% (2) n.s.

Need for reoperation 18.6% (40) 11.2% (16) 32.6% (14) 0.002 34.5% (10) 0.003

Due to bleeding 72.5% (29) 60% (9) 92.9% (13) < 0.001 70% (7) 0.007

CVVHD 20% (43) 4.9% (7) 44.2% (19) < 0.001 58.7% (17) < 0.001

CVVHD continuous veno-venous hemodialysis
Values reaching significance are merked bold
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Factors showing impact on bleeding complication
To evaluate the influence of anticoagulation (heparin and
argatroban) on bleeding complications and other factors af-
fecting coagulation, e.g. platelet count, a multivariate regres-
sion analysis was performed. Individual factors potentially
influencing bleeding complication were gradually incorpo-
rated into the model. In the univariate analysis, the risk of
postoperative bleeding complication as such within the
argatroban-treated group is statistically higher than within
the heparin-treated one (OR:4.1 p < 0.001). After adjustment
to these former and in Table 5 described confounders the
increased risk of bleeding complications before and under
argatroban compared to heparin seems largely to be based
on these factors (OR= 2.2, p = ns (0.06)). This result is also
confirmed by the sensitivity analysis, with additional pre-
operative and postoperative factors as shown in Table 5. Of

note, the influence of concomitant factors compared to all
patients receiving heparin has deliberately been analysed for
the argatroban group as such, independently from the point
of time of start of anticoagulation.

Discussion
Anticoagulation after actually started medication may
have an impact on certain early postoperative bleeding
complications in patients undergoing cardiac surgery.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study com-
paring the bleeding risk of patient groups before and
after start of heparin, argatroban or switched from hep-
arin to argatroban in this vulnerable period.
In a first and rough approach, bleeding complications

overall occurred more often before anticoagulation start,
then indeed in a total number of the study group slightly

Table 4 Monitored parameters of anticoagulation

Number Study
population
n = 215

heparin (H)
n = 143

argatroban
(A)
n = 43

H vs. A
p-value

Switched(S)
n = 29

H vs. S p-value

mean (range) mean (range) mean (range) mean (range)

PTT pre-operative [s] 30.1 (20–123) 29.2 (20–108) 33.2 (22–123) n.s.
(0.146)

29.6 (23–47) n.s. (0.847)

PTT day 1 [s] 40.8 (23- > 140) 38.2 (23- >
140)

47.2 (29- >
140)

0.005 44,1 (24- >
140)

n.s. (0.229)

PTT max. within 24 h after initiation of
Anticoagulation [s]

50.9 (23- > 140) 44.4 (23- >
140)

62.1 (37- >
140)

< 0.001 66.2 (33- >
140)

< 0.001

After first heparin infusion [s] 45.9 (23- > 140) 44.4 (23- >
140)

– – 53.6 (25- >
140)

n.s. (0.073)

After first argatroban infusion [s] 61.2 (33- > 140) – 62.1 (37- >
140)

– 59.8 (33- >
140)

B vs. C n.s.
(0.663)

PTT max. Day 1–3 [s] 57.1 (28–135) 51.8 (28–135) 68.0 (38–129) < 0.001 66.5 (30–119) 0.004

Quick preoperative [%] 868 (17–101) 89.3 (17–101) 81.4 (27–101) 0.032 82.3 (33–100) 0.047

Quick day 1 [%] 70.9 (16–101) 75.5 (28–101) 59.8 (16–98) < 0.001 64.4 (22–99) 0.001

Values reaching significance are merked bold

Table 5 Logistic regression analysis argatroban vs. heparin (n = 186)

Model Bleeding complications

OR (95% CI) p-value

Argatroban crude 4.1 (2.0–8.6) < 0.001

Primary model confounder before argatroban

argatroban adjusted preoperative hemoglobin,
operation time, SAPS score, pTTmax

2.2 (0.9–5.1) 0.06

Sensitivity analysis

Preoperative confounder

argatroban adjusted preoperative hemoglobin,
quick-value, operation time, SAPS score, pTTmax

2.2 (0.9–5.2) 0.06

Postoperative confounder

argatroban adjusted preoperative hemoglobin,
operation time, SAPS score, pTTmax, liver cell
damage, MELDmax, Bilimax

2.1 (0.8–5.2) 0.11

Values reaching significance are merked bold
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more often in patients receiving argatroban compared to
heparin, but less with switched. Nevertheless, the sus-
pected higher bleeding risk of argatroban in the postop-
erative setting per se compared to heparin, since
anticoagulation with argatroban is more difficult to con-
trol and to monitor for critically ill patients [19, 23], can-
not be clearly confirmed.
Rather, our study reveals several aspects more likely to

attribute the tendency for bleeding complications to the
severity code of critical ill patients.
In this retrospective analysis, firstly, patients finally re-

ceiving argatroban were pre- and postoperatively more
critically ill, had lower platelet counts and showed more
disturbed coagulation parameters compared to those re-
ceiving heparin, and a significantly higher postoperative
bleeding complication rate before start of anticoagula-
tion. Thus, there is a selection bias between these groups
explained by the retrospective setting and clinical deci-
sion criteria for one or another anticoagulation. This ex-
plains why in logistic regression analysis the crude
bleeding risk of the argatroban group compared to the
heparin one was 4.2 times higher. However, after adjust-
ing for confounders, including start of anticoagulation,
this risk was reduced formally to 2.2 times higher and
was thereby no longer statistically significant.
Secondly, apart from factors impacting bleeding risk,

most important was to evaluate the postoperative point in
time of bleeding complication, and the point in time actu-
ally starting anticoagulation. Commonly, group affiliation is
exclusively defined on the basis of anticoagulation type
without the actual application status (before/ after started)
in case of bleeding complication(s). But, as in clinical rou-
tine anticoagulation is not directly started after surgery, and
as the time span between end of surgery and start of antic-
oagulation differs between patients, bleeding complications
before start of anticoagulation cannot be related to any
anticoagulation at all. In our study group slightly more than
half of all bleeding complications occurred prior to start of
anticoagulation. This extremely important aspect is only
taken into account when bleeding complication group affili-
ation is solely based on actually started heparin and/ or
argatroban treatment. Based on such sophisticated evalu-
ation criteria, the rates of bleeding complications were com-
parable between the 3 groups with 9.8% heparin, 14%
argatroban, and 20.7% switched under anticoagulation.
Currently, only few and inhomogeneous data of argatro-

ban after cardiac surgery are available, confirming such
rates of bleeding complication with rates of 6.3 and 12.5%
with heparin and argatroban, respectively [24] and 12% with
argatroban [25]. Other publications with mixed patient
populations in ICUs report bleeding rates of 22% to almost
50% - with significantly more bleeding after surgical proce-
dures than in medical patients [26, 27]. Added up, the num-
ber of included patients in each of those studies is quite

low, suitable control groups are missing and often bleeding
is only a secondary evaluated issue. And, those studies also
had a retrospective design. Further, it shows that reported
relationship between anticoagulation with argatroban and
bleeding maybe questionable, as bleeding complications
were often described before starting or while not applied
anticoagulation, without distinguishing the yes/no status of
treatment in the analysis. This is well reflected in an arga-
troban study of Yoon et al. with a reported bleeding rate of
64.5% after CABG surgery, but 40% bleeding incidents oc-
curred before initiation or after argatroban application [28].
Two larger studies (304 and 418 patients) report about
bleeding rates under argatroban in patients with HIT be-
tween 3% up to 11% [29, 30]; recorded up to 30 days after
argatroban initiation, but the mean argatroban therapy dur-
ation was only 4–6 days.
In summary, in our study as in other studies patients are

assigned to an anticoagulant group per se. But, to overcome
the usual association of bleeding incidents with the respect-
ive anticoagulant simply by given group name, we deliber-
ately distinguished whether when bleeding incidents
showed anticoagulation was yet started or still/ at all
applied.

Limitations
Our study group is a negative selection of patients after
cardiac surgery, only included if they stayed in ICU more
than 48 h after surgery. Due to the retrospective study
design, there are several biases as mentioned above, e.g.
assigning patients to the different anticoagulants. The
evaluated occurrence of bleeding complications during
proven anticoagulation period was too small for further
analysis.

Conclusions
After cardiac surgery bleeding complications occurred
significantly more often already before treatment start in
those patients later then receiving argatroban versus
those with heparin, or switched from heparin to argatro-
ban. This relativly higher bleeding risk was related to
concomitant factors that generally increase bleeding in-
cident risk; e.g. severity score of illness. Additionally,
more bleeding complications in total and in each sub-
group as such occurred before anticoagulation start.
Evaluating the bleeding complications, our study results

do not show evidence for higher bleeding risk under arga-
troban, however the indication of argatroban for postoper-
ative anticoagulation should be individually and critically
evaluated, especially due to the challenge of a missing
antidote so far. In prospective studies evaluating postoper-
ative anticoagulation and bleeding risk we propose to in-
clude the point in time of bleeding in relation to the start
of anticoagulation, thereby the actual bleeding risk of
argatroban and heparin can be further assessed.
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